
Our company is hiring for a wireline operator. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for wireline operator

Can maintain the unit and perform all pre-job duties, well-site operations and
post-job duties, training of junior operators
Assist in the preparation of the wireline unit and calibration of equipment
The Wireline operators has a primary responsibility to ensure that the
Logging Unit is ready to run with all mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and
pneumatic systems fully functional at all times
Communicates safety issues to each crewmember and engineer/specialist is
aware of their responsibilities and obligations regarding safety at the
worksite
Actively participates in the on the job safety observation processes
Actively mentoring of apprentices and junior operators
Maintains an accurate inventory of all rig equipment supplies needed at the
worksite and in doghouses to support planned operations
The candidate maintains Winching/wrap diagrams, Well diagrams, cable
speed, Winching weight at stations, Winching tension
Maintain Wireline cables Cable records & Drum bearings maintenance on the
job and has the ability to do re-head on all types of cables to the cable head
needed to run the job
Works with rig hands on manual handling and placement of equipment on the
well site locations

Qualifications for wireline operator

Ability to work offshore in harsh climatic conditions

Example of Wireline Operator Job Description
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Must have a clean driving record with the ability and willingness to obtain a
Class A CDL with Hazmat through company paid training
Typical hours are M-F / 8-5 (24/7 on call) and on-call one weekend per month,
but must have the ability to work overtime with flexibility at well sites for
extended periods of time (Lodging and Per-Diem provided)
Must have the ability to pass a Federal background check
Ability to utilize computers for communication, reporting and other work-
related purposes


